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Abstract— Service oriented architecture fosters the 

development of loosely coupled applications[2]. Software 

testing is the process to uncover requirement, design and 

coding errors in the program [3]. It is not possible to find out 

all the errors in the programs. This fundamental problem in 

testing thus throws an open question, as to what would be the 

strategy we should adopt for testing. In our paper, we have 

described and compare the three most prevalent and 

commonly used software testing techniques for detection 

errors, they are: white box testing, black box testing and grey 

box testing[3]. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Service oriented Architecture(SOA) is one of the current 

buzzwords in information technology. Soa allows 

enterprises to centralize computer-based services and to 

offer those services over the network. On the basis of 

published interface, the service can be used platform 

independent inside and outside of the enterprise[1]. 

Software testing identifies defects, flaws or errors in the 

application code that must be fixed. We can also define 

software testing as a process of accessing the functionality 

and correctness of a software through analysis[3]. Web 

services are a concrete implementation of the SOA 

concept.[2]Web services (WS) are basic building blocks of 

services over the Internet. The ultimate objective of Service 

Oriented Architecture (SOA) is to provide these services to 

the clients with high accuracy and automation [5]. 

There are three most important techniques that are 

used for finding errors are: [3]  

A. White Box Testing Technique: 

It is the detailed investigation of internal logic and structure 

of the code. 

In white box testing it is necessary for a tester to have full 

knowledge of source code. 

B. Black Box Testing Technique: 

It is a technique of testing without having any knowledge of 

the internal working of the application. It only examines the 

fundamentals aspects of the system and has no or little 

relevance with the internal logical structure of the system. 

C. Grey Box Testing Technique: 

White box +Black box =Grey box it is Testing Technique to 

test the application with limited knowledge of the internal 

working of an application and also has the knowledge of 

fundamentals aspects of the system. 

II. TESTING TECHNIQUES 

A. Black Box Testing Technique: [7] 

 
Fig. 1: Black Box Testing Technique 

There are many black-box testing techniques exists, 

as shown in Figure-1. Following are some black-box testing 

techniques 

1) Equivalence Class Partitioning  

This testing technique divides input values of a program unit 

into valid and invalid partitions where test cases derived 

from. 

2) Boundary Value Analysis 

Boundary value analysis determines the boundaries of input 

values which includes error values and valid  

Data flow testing focuses on how data 

communicates within the system. It is used on modules with 

nested if and loop statements to detect variable that are 

unused or not initialized. 

3) Fuzzy Testing 

Fuzzy testing is used to discover implementation bugs by 

using “malformed / semi- malformed data injection in an 

automated or semi-automated fashion. Fuzzing is also used 

to test for security problems in software.” 

4) Pros 

Very efficient and suited for testing large code segments. 

Simply focuses on if valid and on valid inputs provide 

correct outputs. 

Black-box testing is quite easy tester’s usage with 

no coding skills or the knowledge of software 

implementation. 

5) Cons 

Since black box testing is based on GUI, it makes it hard for 

maintaining script when the user interface constantly 

changes. 

Because black-box testing doesn’t look into the 

internal code, the program can never be fully tested. 

B. White Box Testing Technique: 

There are many existing test techniques for white-box 

testing as show in Figure-2. Here are the some of the white-

box testing techniques analyzed. 
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1) Control Flow Testing 

Control-flow testing is an efficient techniques for most of 

the software. “It is a structural testing strategy that uses the 

program control flow as a model control flow and favors 

more but simpler paths over fewer but complicated path.” 

2) Basic Path Testing 

Basic path testing confirms that each independent path in the 

application source code is taken in a predetermined order. 

“It allows the test case designer to produce a logical 

complexity measure of procedural design and use this 

measure as an approach for outlining a basic set of 

execution path”. 

3) Data Flow Testing 

Data flow testing focuses on how data communicates within 

the system. It is used on modules with nested if and loop 

statements to detect variable that are unused or not 

initialized. 
4) Condition Testing  

Condition testing concentrates on the logical conditions of 

the program methods 

 
Fig. 2: Condition Testing 

5) Pros 

Allows internal code to be fully tested where objects are 

able to be identified programmatically. “All independent 

paths in a module will be exercised at least once.”   

Looking deep into implementation in detail allows 

programming errors to be easily detected. 
6) Cons 

“It is nearly impossible to look into every bit of code to find 

out hidden errors, which may create problems, resulting in 

failure of the application.” 

Testers have to be familiar with testing tools. 

Testers need to be skilled in coding languages. Because of 

these requirements, it becomes difficult to scale testers.  

C. Grey Box Testing Technique: 

1) Matrix Testing  

Status report of the application is generated which includes 

the relationship between the test requirements and the test 

cases. This report allows testers to analyze which 

requirements are included in which test cases. 

 
Fig. 3: Matrix Testing 

2) Regression Testing  

This test is applied after new changes are made, such as 

functional improvement, to the source code of the 

application “Its purpose is to determine if the change has 

regressed other aspects of the program.” Regression testing 

is a regular step of the software implementation procedure. 

3) Pattern Testing  

Pattern testing check if the architecture, development 

patterns and design of the application are correctly 

implemented. 

4) Orthogonal Array Testing 

Orthogonal array testing is a statistical testing technique. 

“This type of testing use as subset of all possible 

combinations.” 

5) Pros 

Testing is not depends on the applications source code. “In 

grey box testing, the tester relies on interface definition and 

functional specification” 

Gray-box testing offers strengths and benefits of 

both white-box testing and black-box testing. “This 

increases the number of test cases generated, increases the 

coverage and deals with chances of blunder in user 

requirements and system functional behavior.”  

6) Cons 

Access to source code and binaries is not available which 

limits the coverage of testing and causes untested code 

paths. 

III. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we conclude that, SOA testing is a 

comprehensive testing process for systematically adding and 

testing new components in software systems, as well as end-

user testing of the overall integrated system. It combines 

black-box testing, white-box testing and grey box testing  

techniques. Various existing testing techniques at different 

levels of testing have been presented in this paper. The 

paper also presents ways to improve testability of any 

service-oriented application by few proposals[11]. Software 

testing can provide an independent view of the software to 

allow the business to appreciate and understand the risk of 

software implementation. 
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